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TRIANGULATIONS OF CYCLIC POLYTOPES 

AND 

HIGHER BRUHAT ORDERS 

JORG RAMBAU 

ABSTRACT. Recently EDELMAN & REINER suggested two poset struc- 

tures 5,(n,d) and S(n,d) on the set of all triangulations of the cyclic d- 

polytope C(n,d) with n vertices. Both posets are generalizations of the 

well-studied Tamari lattice. While S:(n,d) is bounded by definition, the 

same is not obvious for 5,(n,d). In the paper by EDELMAN & REINER 

the bounds of .(n,d) were also confirmed for S;(n,d) whenever d <5, 

leaving the general case as a conjecture. 

In this paper their conjecture is answered in the affirmative for all d, 

using several new functorial constructions. Moreover, a structure the- 

orem is presented, stating that the elements of S\(n,d + 1) are in one- 

to-one correspondence to certain equivalence classes of maximal chains 

in S,(n,d). In order to clarify the connection between 5, (n,d) and the 

higher Bruhat order B(n — 2,d —1) of MANIN & SCHECHTMAN, we 

define an order-preserving map from ‘B(n —2,d — 1) to S;(n,d), thereby 

concretizing a result by KAPRANOV & VOEVODSKY in the theory of 

ordered n-categories. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we examine the structure of the first higher Stasheff-Tamari 

order S,(n,d) on the set of all triangulations of the cyclic polytope C (n,d) 

(definitions below), introduced by EDELMAN & REINER [6]. It turns out 

that it is similarly structured as the higher Bruhat order B(n — 2,d — 1) of 

MANIN & SCHECHTMAN [13]; in particular it is bounded. 

* 

Given a triangulation of the convex hull of a finite point configuration 

in Euclidean d-space that is not satisfying a certain quality measure, can 

one find a better, or even the best triangulation (with respect to this mea- 

sure) by performing a finite sequence of (computational cheap) local trans- 

formations? A necessary condition for the latter case is that any possible 

triangulation is accessible by this kind of transformations. In particular, 

a repeatedly posed question in combinatorial and computational geometry 

(see for example BILLERA, KAPRANOV & STURMFELS [3], EDELSBRUN- 

NER [7, Open Problem 8], and JOE [10, Conjecture 1]) is whether or not any 

two triangulations of (the convex hull of) a given finite point configuration 
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in Euclidean space of dimension d can be connected by a sequence of bis- 

tellar operations. 

For d = 2 the answer is affirmative, as is for the restriction to regular tri- 

angulations (by the work of GELFAND, KAPRANOV & ZELEVINSKY [8]). 

For d > 3 and general triangulations, however, the problem is open in spite 

of many attacks in this direction. 

Similar problems attained attention in several fields of pure mathematics, 

thereby leading to remarkable new concepts, such as the secondary poly- 

tope defined by GELFAND, KAPRANOV & ZELEVINSKY [8]), further stud- 

ied by BILLERA, FILLIMAN & STURMFELS [1] and BILLERA, GELFAND 

& STURMFELS [2]. The theoretical question behind this all is the follow- 

ing: Has the set of all triangulations of a point configuration a well-behaved 

global structure with respect to local transformations? A far-reaching gen- 

eralization of this question to restricted polyhedral subdivisions was re- 

cently answered in the negative by RAMBAU & ZIEGLER [14]. 

The cyclic d-polytope C(n,d) with n vertices appears on the scene as a 

combinatorially well-understood natural generalization of (convex) n-gons 

to higher dimensions. The triangulations of an n-gon form the extensively 

studied Tamari lattice — which one is definitely willing to consider as a 

good-natured structure in this context. (For a historical background on 

Tamari lattices and their different combinatorial interpretations we refer to 

the paper by EDELMAN & REINER [6] and references given there.) The 

natural question now is which properties of the Tamari lattices survive in 

higher dimensions. 

Since in general dimensions there are non-regular triangulations of cyclic 

polytopes (see BILLERA, GELFAND & STURMFELS [2]) it is not a pri- 

ori clear that the set of all triangulations of the cyclic polytope C (n,d) is 

well-behaved. In the paper by EDELMAN & REINER [6] two poset struc- 

tures S,(n,d) and S)(n,d) are defined on this set, both generalizing the 

Tamari lattice and hence quite interesting from a purely combinatorial point 

of view. In the following we sketch their definitions. 

The triangulations of the cyclic polytope C(n,d) are in one-to-one cor- 

respondence to the piecewise linear sections from C (n,d) into C(n,d+1), 

according to the projection from C(n,d + 1) onto C (n,d) that deletes the 

last coordinate. EDELMAN & REINER [6] suggest two partial orders on 

all piecewise linear sections, and hence on the set of all triangulations of 

C(n,d). 
The first higher Stasheff-Tamari order Sj (n,d) is defined by a covering 

relation between two sections if exactly one (d+ 1)-simplex fits between 

them in C(n,d +1); the section that contains the upper facets of this simplex 

is defined to be greater than the other one. This corresponds to an increasing 

bistellar flip that replaces the lower facets of the (d + 1)-simplex by the 

upper facets. Thus we get a purely combinatorial description of this poset 

in terms of local transformations. The second higher Stasheff-Tamari order
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S2(n, d) is defined geometrically via pointwise comparison of the heights of 

the sections. 

While 5(n,d) has a unique minimal element F'(n,d + 1) (the set of 

lower facets of C(n,d+ 1)) and a unique maximal element ¥“(n,d + 1) 

(the set of upper facets of C(n,d+ 1)), the same is not obvious for Sj (n,d). 

On the other hand, the local structure of 5; (,d) is clear by definition while 

the covering relations in 5)(n,d) are a priori unknown. 

This motivated the following conjectures and results by EDELMAN & 

REINER. 

e For even d, both 5,(n,d) and 5(n,d) are self-dual [6, Prop. 2.11, true 

in general]. 

e 5,(n,d) coincides with 5(n,d) [6, Conj. 2.6, true for d < 3]. 

e ¥'(n,d +1) is the unique minimal element of 5 (n,d) [6, Conj. 2.7a, 

true for d < 5]. 
e F*(n,d+1) is the unique maximal element of 5) (n,d) [6, Conj. 2.7b, 

true for d < 4]. 

e Any two triangulations of C(n,d) are connected by a sequence of bis- 

tellar operations [6, Conj. 2.8, true for d < 5]. 

e 5,(n,d) respectively 5)(n, d) is a lattice [6, Conj. 2.13, true for d < 3]. 

e In any interval of 5(n,d) respectively S:(n,d) distinct subsets of 

coatoms have different meets [6, Conj. 2.14, true for d < 3]. 

Our main Theorem answers their Conjectures 2.7a, 2.7b, and 2.8 affir- 

matively and points out the connections between the triangulation posets in 

different dimensions. Its proof is completed in Section 5, using the functo- 

rial constructions in Section 3 which we consider as interesting in their own 

right. 

Theorem 1.1. (Main Result) 

(i) Foralln and alld <n the first higher Stasheff-Tamari order 51 (n, d) is 

bounded. The unique minimal element is the set F'(n,d +1) of lower 

facets, the unique maximal element is the set F“(n,d + 1) of upper 

facets of C(n,d+ 1). 
(ii) The elements of S,(n,d+ 1) are in one-to-one-correspondence with 

the equivalence classes of maximal chains in S, (n,d) under the fol- 

lowing equivalence relation: Two maximal chains are equivalent if 

they differ only by a permutation of their increasing bistellar opera- 

tions. 

(iii) Two maximal chains in 5,(n,d) are equivalent if and only if they differ 

by a sequence of interchanges of consecutive bistellar operations that 

correspond to non-adjacent (d + 1)-simplices in C(n,d + 1). 

The following list of implications demonstrates the quantitative conse- 

quences of the main Theorem and the constructions provided in Section 3. 

Corollary 1.2. For all n and all d <n the following hold:
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(i) The number of simplices in a triangulation of C(n,d) lies between the 

n—|d/2|—1 n—|(d+1)/2| 
number ( id/2| ) of upper facets and the number ( Ma-+1)/2| ) of 

lower facets of C(n,d +1). In particular, for even d all triangulations 

of C(n,d) consist of (ae) simplices. 

(ii) The length of a maximal chain in S,(n,d) lies between the number 

oe ata of upper facets and the number TD of lower 

facets of C(n,d+2). In particular, for odd d the length of any maximal 
n—(d+1)/2-1) 

(d+1)/2 

(iii) For even d the diameter of the Hasse-diagram of 5, (n,d) is between 

("4)5°) and twice this value. For odd d it is equal to (Hater 2 

(iv) For odd d, S,(n,d) is a ranked poset with rank function 

r(T):=#F (n,d+1)—#T for all T € S\(n,d). 

chain in S(n,d) equals ( 

Theorem 1.1 points out a similarity to the structure of the higher Bruhat 

order B(n — 2,d — 1), a certain generalization of the weak Bruhat order on 

the symmetric group, defined by MANIN & SCHECHTMAN [13] (see also 

ZIEGLER [15]). Previously, KAPRANOV & VOEVODSKY [11] reported 

the existence of an order-preserving surjection from B(n — 2,d — 1) onto 

a poset structure on the set of all triangulations of C(n,d) that is inherited 

by a certain ordered n-category. Unfortunately, it is not clear whether their 

poset structure is equivalent to Sj (n,d). This led us to the investigations 

in Section 7 where we present an explicit order-preserving map JT from 

B(n—2,d —1) to S,(n,d) that should help to get a more concrete idea of the 

connections between higher Bruhat orders and higher Stasheff-Tamari or- 

ders. Furthermore, we relate some of the functorial constructions for higher 

Bruhat orders to similar constructions for higher Stasheff-Tamari orders. 

In Section 6 we will recall the main definitions and results in the frame- 

work of higher Bruhat orders. Additionally, we answer a question posed by 

ZIEGLER [15] on the existence of an order-preserving embedding of B(n, k) 

into B(n+ 1,k+ 1) affirmatively. 

The following three problems concerning the higher Stasheff-Tamari or- 

ders remain open: 

e Is S(n,d) equal to S)(n,d)? 
e Is S(n,d) or Sy(n,d) a lattice? 
e Is J surjective; in particular is J the map suggested by KAPRANOV 

& VOEVODSKY? 

* 

Throughout this paper the following notation is used: 

e For a set L and “<,” a linear order on L, we denote by Lz, the set L 

linearly ordered by “<;.” 

e Numbers in brackets (i,,... in) denote the set {i},... ,in}< which is 

linearly ordered by with iy < iy41 forv=1,...,n—1.
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e Let Lbeaset. Fora subset S C L let CS =C,S be the complement L\S 

of Sin L. 
For a set L and two sets K and K’ of subsets of L such that SNS’ = @ 

for all S€ K and S' € K’ let K« K' :={SUS': SEK,S' € K'} be the 

join of K and K’. | 

e For aset K of subsets of L and Sp € K the deletion of So from K is the 

set K\Sp := {SEK : SNSo = © }, and the contraction of So in K is 

the set K/So := {S\So : S € K,S D So}. 

e For integers a < b the interval [a,b] is the set fa,a+1,...,b—1,b} 

and ja, D[ is the set {a+ 1,...,b—1}, 

e [n] denotes the interval [1,7], and n| is the interval Ji, nI. 

2. A COMBINATORIAL FRAMEWORK FOR TRIANGULATIONS 

In this section we present a combinatorial concept of triangulations that 

is similar to that of DE LOERA [5]. Dealing with vertex labels when inves- 

tigating triangulations is formally justified by the following considerations 

that are closely related to the theory of abstract simplicial complexes. 

Definition 2.1. Let L be a finite set, the label set. A combinatorial d- 

simplex in L is a (d+ 1)-element-subset S of L. Its (k + 1)-subsets are 

called k-faces of S, and its d-subsets facets of S. 

If £2: £—> RY is an injective function with £(£) =: A, and Sc Lisa 

combinatorial d-simplex corresponding to affinely independent points then 

the convex hull o = conv £(S) of £(S) is the geometric d-simplex with vertex 

set verto = £(S) and label set \ab(o) = S with respect to £, the labelling 

function. 

A combinatorial simplicial complex in Lis a set K of combinatorial sim- 

plices in £. Its k-simplices are the k-faces of its elements. (That is, we 

identify the usual abstract simplicial complexes with their set of inclusion- 

maximal faces.) A set A of geometric simplices o with the property that the 

set {lab(c) : o € A} of label sets is a combinatorial simplicial complex, 

and that 

conv(vertoNvertt) =oNt forallo,te A, 

is a geometric simplicial complex. 

A combinatorial simplicial complex K’ is a combinatorial subcomplex 

of K if all simplices of K’ are faces of simplices in K. A geometric subcom- 

plex is defined analogously. 

For a combinatorial simplicial complex K in £ anda combinatorial sim- 

plex So in £ the combinatorial link of So in K is defined as 

Ikx(So) := {S\So : SE K,So CS}; 

the combinatorial star of So in K is defined by 

stx (So) ={SEK:SoCS},
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and the combinatorial antistar of So in K is the complex 

astx (So) ={SEK : SASp= SB}. 

If K is a combinatorial simplicial complex in £ and So is a combinatorial 

simplex in L’ where Land L’ are disjoint then the combinatorial join of K 
and Spo is the complex 

K*So:={SUSo: SEK}. 

The convex hull conv.A of A is a d-polytope if the affine hull of A is 

R?. For A’ Cc A the polytope conv 4’ is a facet of convA, if conv A’ is 

the (d — 1)-dimensional intersection of A with a hyperplane H such that 

one closed halfspace defined by H contains conv A. In this case the label 

set lab(.A’) is a combinatorial facet of £. Note that the set of facets of a 
simplicial polytope (all facets are simplices) forms a simplicial complex. 

If Z = (Z*,Z_) is a pair of disjoint inclusion minimal subsets Z* and Z~ 
of £ with the property 

conv£(Zt) Nconv£(Z~) # S 

then Z is called a minimal combinatorial dependence in £, or — for short 

— acircuit of £. The set supp(Z) = Z* UZ~ is the support of Z. 
The tripel P(2) = (L, Fe, Ze), where Z, denotes the set of all circuits 

of £, and ¥) is the set of all combinatorial facets of 2, is the combinatorial 

polytope of £. 
If Aa geometric simplicial complex with vertices in A such that conv.A = 

Usead then A is called a triangulation of A. In this case the set T of label 

sets of the simplices in A is a combinatorial triangulation of P(£). 
We will sometimes call the geometric objects geometric interpretations 

of the corresponding combinatorial ones, which themselves are said to be 

combinatorial models for their geometric counterparts. 

A combinatorial, label-based handling of triangulations is made possi- 

ble by the following proposition. We present a complete elementary proof 

because this characterization is fundamental for this paper. 

Proposition 2.2. Let L be a finite set and let 2: L—- R¢ be injective with 

£(L) =: A. Furthermore, let P(£) = (L, Fe, Z~) be the combinatorial poly- 
tope of £. A non-empty subset T of the (d + 1)-subsets of L is a combinato- 
rial triangulation of £ if and only if 

(UP) for all S € T and all facets F of S either F is contained in some 

F' € §, or there is another simplex S' € T such that S' > F (Union- 
Property), and 

(IP) there is no circuit Z € Z, with Z* C S and Z~ CS! for combinatorial 
simplices S,S' € T (Intersection-Property). 

Proof. We first prove that (UP) and (IP) are necessary. Let T be a combi- 

natorial triangulation with respect to some geometric triangulation A of the 

point set A given by £: L- R?. Assume there is a combinatorial facet F
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of some combinatorial d-simplex S in T that is not contained in Fp, such 

that there is no other combinatorial d-simplex in T containing F. Then 

the corresponding (d — 1)-simplex t := conv é(F) is contained in only one 

simplex o := conv £(S) of A. 
Let H be a supporting hyperplane of t such that its closed positive half- 

space H* contains o. Let gz be the barycenter of t. Because T is not a 

facet of P = conv(A) there is a point xo in P lying in the open negative 

halfspace relint(H~). Connect g, and xp by a segment J. This segment is 

completely contained in P since P is convex. 

A is a triangulation. Hence, there must be at least one d-simplex 6,, that 

contains x9. Hither 6, contains g; or not. If it does then 6,, must contain 

the complete (d — 1)-simplex 7 as a facet since qy lies in the relative interior 

of t and the intersection of t and 6,, must be a face of both. But this is a 

contradiction. 

If Oy) does not contain g; then the segment / intersects the boundary 

of 6,, in a point q,,. Consider the mid-point x; of g_ and qx, on I. This 

point is neither contained in t nor in 6,,. Since J lies completely in P there 

must be a new d-simplex 6,, in A containing x;. Because this procedure 

shows either a contradiction as above or an infinite sequence of d-simplices 

in A, which is a contradiction, too. Hence, Property (UP) is necessary. 

For the necessity of Property (IP) assume that there are combinatorial d- 

simplices S and S’ in T and a circuit Z = (Z*,Z~) in Z(n,d) such that Z* is 

contained in S and Z~ is contained in S’. Then by the definition of circuits 

conv £(Zt) Nconve(Z~) # S, 

and their minimality implies that there are geometric simplices in A, namely 

conv £(Z+) and conv £(Z7) the relative interiors of which intersect, a con- 

tradiction. Hence, Property (IP) is necessary as well. 

Let T be a collection of (d+ 1)-subsets of £ (that is, T C ( i) sat- 

isfying (UP) and (IP). Then T gives rise to a set of geometric simplices 

= {convé(S) : S€T}. We must show that every point in P lies in at 

least one d-simplex o in A and that for every pair of simplices o and o’ we 

have conv(vertoM verto’) = ano’. 

Let x be an arbitrary point in P. Since T is non-empty we find a combi- 

natorial d-simplex So in T. Hence there is a simplex Go := ¢ (So) in A. Con- 

sider a segment J from an inner point xo of 60 to x that does not meet any 

(d — 2)-simplex of A. Such a line exists because of the concept of general 

position. This segment is completely contained in P and meets exactly one 

facet t of Go unless x € relint(6o). If this intersection point g, equals x then 

we are done. Otherwise this facet is not a facet of P because then q; is an 

interior point of J and / is contained in P. Hence the label set F’ of T is not in 

4, and we find another combinatorial d-simplex S; in T containing F' cor- 

responding to a geometric d-simplex 6, containing Tt. The segment J meets 

the interior of 6, because of the general position property of J. Choose an 

arbitrary point x; in /Mrelint(o,). Note that the distance between x, and x is
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strictly smaller than the distance between xo and x. Therefore, by repeating 

this procedure we will reach a d-simplex 6; lying in A and containing x. 

Now assume that there are geometric d-simplices o and o’ in A with la- 

bel sets S respectively S’ in T and conv(vertoN verto’) C oNo’. Since 
6 Dono’ and o’ D oN’ there are inclusion-minimal faces t of o and 7’ 
of o’ with conv(verttN vertt’) D oNo’. From the minimality assumption 
we get relint(t) Nrelint(t’) 4 @, hence by Radon’s Theorem there are min- 
imal, vertex-disjoint faces p of t and p’ of t’ with relint(p) Mrelint(p’) 4 @. 
Set Zt := lab(p) and Z~ := lab(p’). Then Zt and Z~ are disjoint and 
conv(£(Zt)) Nconv(£(Z~)) # @. Hence (Zt,Z7~) lies in Zy, and Z* is 
contained in S and Z~ is contained in S’, but this contradicts the assumption 

that T has Property (IP). L 

Pairs of simplices with property (IP) are called admissible. 

3. CYCLIC POLYTOPES 

In this section we recall the basic definitions and theorems related to 

cyclic polytopes in a combinatorial language. 

Definition 3.1. Let £ be a linearly ordered set, and lett: £— R, i+ 7; be 

a strictly monotone function. 

The d-dimensional cyclic polytope C(L£,d,t), labelled by £L, parametriz- 
ed by t is the convex hull of the points vg(t;),.-.,Va(t) with 

Va(x) 1= (x,x7,...,24) € RY. 

For simplicity we set C(n,d,t) := C((n],d,t). 

The main reason for the fact that triangulations of cyclic polytopes can 

be treated effectively in a purely combinatorial way are the following well- 

known properties that follow from the special structure of Vandermonde- 

determinants. 
The first one — Gale’s famous Evenness Criterion — characterizes the 

set Fy or Of all combinatorial facets of C(L,d,t). The following notion 

allows us to state that criterion in a compact way. 

Definition 3.2. Let L be a linearly ordered set and S a subset of L. An 

element so € US is an even gap in S if #{s € S : s > so} is even, otherwise 

it is an odd gap. 

Theorem 3.3 (Gale’s Evenness Criterion [9]). An ordered subset F of the 

vertex set of the cyclic polytope C(L,d,t) is a facet if and only if between 
any two vertices not in F there is an even number of vertices in F. Equiv- 

alently, F is a facet of C(L,d,t) if and only if either all gaps in F are even 
or all gaps in F are odd. CI 

The second one describes the form of those sets of vertices of C(L,d,t) 
the convex hulls of which intersect in the relative interior of both. Hence 

this determines Cy jor.
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Theorem 3.4. [4] The circuits of C(L,d,t) are the alternating (d+ 2)-sub- 

sets of L, i. e., the pairs (Z°,Z°) and (Z°,Z°), where Z° is the set of odd 

elements (z,23,25,---), and Z° is the set of even elements (22,24,26,---) Of 

Z = (Spee bSe+2)- U 

The combinatorial polytopes P(vy ot) are identical for all t because the 

strictly monotone function t does not affect the assertions of these criteria. 

This means that the combinatorial study of triangulations of cyclic poly- 

topes with any parametrization is equivalent to the investigation of combi- 

natorial triangulations of the combinatorial polytopes P(vgot). 

Definition 3.5. The combinatorial polytope C(L£,d) := P(vgot) of Vaot : 

L— R?¢ is called the cyclic d-polytope with vertices labelled by L. The set 

of its combinatorial facets is denoted by F(L,d), the set of its circuits is 

written as Z(£,d). Those combinatorial facets with only odd gaps are the 

upper facets the set of which is denoted by F"(L,d), those with only even 

gaps are the lower facets of C(L,d), denoted by F' '(L,d). 

The set of circuits Z with maximal element zy. in Z* is denoted by 

Zt (n, d), the set of circuits having their maximal element in Z~ is written 

as Z~ (n,d). The cyclic polytope labelled by [n] is denoted by C(n,d). 

Note that in odd dimensions there are polytopes that have the same face 

lattice as C(n,d,t) but a different circuit structure (see [4]); this leads to 

completely different triangulations. 

Remark 3.6 (Geometric Meaning, see Figure 1). Consider for some strictly 

monotone t : [n] —> R the projection 

- | C(n,d+1,t) — C(n,d,t), 
p=pimd): | (x1,--+)XdyXa41) > (x1,.-+,%a)- 

Moreover, consider for some geometric triangulation A of C (n,d,t) the 

unique piecewise linear section (linear on each simplex o € A) 

C(n, d,t) 7 C(n,d+1,t), 
linear 

Sas — conv(va410f(lab(o)) ), Vo EA. 

Then any triangulation A of C(n,d,t) can be recovered from its character- 

istic section S,. 

The upper facets F“(n,d+ 1) of C(n,d+ 1) are the sets of those facets of 

C(n,d+ 1,t) that can be seen from a point in R@+! with very large positive 

(d + 1)-st coordinate (geometric upper facets of C (n,d+1,t)), the lower 

facets F“(n,d + 1) label the sets of those facets of C(n,d + 1,t) that can 

be seen from a point in R¢+! with very large negative (d + 1)-st coordinate 

(geometric lower facets of C(n,d+ 1,t)). The geometric upper (respectively 

lower) facets project down to C(n,d,t) without overlapping. Therefore their 

projections define geometric triangulations of C(n,d,t). 

The support supp(Z) of any circuit Z = (Z*,Z7) in C(n,d) corresponds 

to the label set of a unique (d+ 1)-simplex in C(n,d + 1,1) where its set
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“FIGURE 1. The canonical projection p:C(5,3) > C(5,2) 
and sections corresponding to triangulations of C(5,2). 

of geometric upper facets belongs to the elements of the star of the positive 

part Z* in supp(Z), and its set of geometric lower facets corresponds to the 

elements of the star of the negative part Z~ in supp(Z). 

Lemma 3.7. (Elementary Facts) 

(i) ¥'(n,d+1) and F"(n,d+ 1) are combinatorial triangulations of the 
cyclic polytope C(n,d). 

(ii) Every facet in ¥"(n,d) contains n. 
(iii) If a pair of simplices S, and S, is not admissible then there exists a 

circuit in Z(n,d) with maximal element zg42 = max(S; US). 
(iv) If a (d —1)-simplex F is the common facet of the admissible pair 

(S;,52) then S,\F lies in an odd gap of F and S,\F lies in an even 
gap of F, or vice versa. C 

Remark 3.8. The circuits of C(n,d) can be visualized in a table that consists 

of columns numbered from 1 to n and rows corresponding to Z* and Z~, 

where a star “+” in column i and row Z® means that i € Z®, e € {+,—}. 
The stars can then be connected by a zig-zag-path with (d+ 2) nodes. For 
example, ifn = 6, d =3, and Z = ((1,3,5),(2,4)) we get the table 

L_ 14 213]415]6) 
Z* || x * * | 

  

  

  

  

                  
  

’ If the rows are filled with stars corresponding to two simplices then these 

two simplices are admissible if and only. if each zig-zag-path connects at 

most (d+ 1) stars. For instance if n = 6, d = 3, S = (1,3,4,5), and S’ = 
(2, 3, 4 4,6) the table looks as follows: , | , | 

if DPBS 
S | * * | | x 

Sil jaw |e] x x 
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The reader will easily find a zig-zag-path connecting even 6 > d+ 2 stars, 

showing that S,S’ is not an admissible pair. 

Obviously all C(L,d) with #L = n are isomorphic to C(n,d). From now 

on we are exclusively dealing with combinatorial triangulations of C(n,d), 

and we will leave out the “combinatorial” attribute whenever this is not 

confusing. 

The following Propositions — consequences of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 

— relate cyclic polytopes with different parameters. We use the notation 

F =(fi,...,fa) for F € F(n,d) and Z = (z1,... ,2g42) for Z € Z(n,d). 

Proposition 3.9. (Functorial Facet Properties) 

F*(n+1,d+1) = F(n,d) « {n+ 1}, 

F (nt+1,d+1) = F"(n,d)*{n+1} 

U{F\nU{j,jt+1}: F € F(n,4), 7 €lfa-vnl}, 
F*(n—1,d—1) = lk gu, gy("); 

F (n—1,d—-1) =Ikgunay(n), 

F(n—1,d) = Ik gun,a)() * {0-1}, 
F (n—1,d) = ast guy a(n). Oo 

Proposition 3.10. (Functorial Circuit Properties) 

Zt (n+ 1,d+1) ={(ZtULI}Z) : (24.27) €Z (n.d), J > aya}, 
Z (nt 1,d+1)={(Zt,Z-Uf{i}) : (Z*,.2-) € Zt (n.d), J > zag}, 
Zt (n—1,d—1) = { (Z*,Z-\za42) : (24,27) € Z (n,d) }, 
Z(n—1,d—1) = { (Z*\za42,Z7) : (Z*,Z-) € Z*(n,d) } 

Z* (n—1,d) = {(Z*,Z~) € Z*(n,d) : n¢ supp(Z) , 

Z (n—1,d)= {(Z*,Z7) EZ (n,d):n¢ supp(Z) }. O 

) 

The following proposition is the combinatorial description for the geo- 

metric connection provided by the projection p(n,d) between (d + 1)-sim- 

plices in C(n,d,t) and the minimal affine dependencies in C(n,d,t) 

Proposition 3.11. (Functorial Circuit-Facet-Relations) 

For Z € Z(n,d) and supp(Z) considered as a simplicial complex we have 

Stsupp(Z z)(Z") = F*(supp(Z),d+ 1), 

Stsupp(z)(Z )= F* (supp(Z),d + 1). U 

4. SPECIAL TRIANGULATIONS OF CYCLIC POLYTOPES 

In this section we show nice functorial constructions of triangulations of 

cyclic polytopes.
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Definition 4.1. For a set T of (d+ 1)-subsets of [n] define 

T :=Tx«{n+1} 

U{S\sa1U Li, 7+ 1}: S=(51,---,5a41) €T, 7 €]8a,Sasil}, 
(extension) 

T /n:= \kr(n), (contraction) 

T\n := astz (1) Uasty,(n)(m— 1) * {n— 1}. (deletion) 

Theorem 4.2. Let T € S(n,d). Then the following hold: 

(i) T is a triangulation of C(n+1,d+1), 

(ii) T/n is a triangulation of C(n—1,d—1), 
(iii) T\n is a triangulation of C(n— 1,4). 

Proof. For each assertion we verify the Union-Property (UP) and the Inter- 

section-Property (IP) of Proposition 2.2. Recall that we have to show — 

roughly speaking — that 

e all simplices are pairwise admissible, and that 

e each facet of a simplex is either a facet of the cyclic polytope or ap- 

pears in at least one other simplex. 

The reader may get a picture from the proof by inspecting the tables 

suggested in Remark 3.8, using that circuits correspond to zig-zag-paths 

and facets to sets with only even or only odd gaps. 

Part (ii) is true because the link of a triangulation of any polytope at some 

vertex triangulates the corresponding vertex figure, and for cyclic polytopes 

this vertex figure is cyclic with the correct parameters. This follows from 

Propositions 3.9 and 3.10 and well-known properties of vertex figures (see, 

e. g., GRUNBAUM [9]). 

The proof of (UP) (i). The following abbreviations are used: 

A:=Tx{n+1}, 

B:= {S\sqa4 U{j,i+ 1} (SE T,j Elsg,5qi4|}. 

Let F = (f1,.--, fa41) be a facet of a simplex S in A\ F(n+1,d+1). 

p> The case fy,; =n+1. By Proposition 3.9, F\n+1¢ F(n,d) because 
otherwise (F\n+1)U {n+ 1} is a facet of C(n+1,d+1). Since T has 
the Union-Property there must be a simplex F’ € T with F\n+1 C F’ and 

F' + F. Hence 

FCF'Un+1eT. 
Nin oom” 

ZS 
since F’ 4 F 

» The case F €T, fas; —fg > 1. Then 

FC F\ fa+1 U{ faz - 1, fasi} € T. 

#5 

sincen+leS$ 
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FO) SFI ee, 5 | fi, | Figg | kee robber aracde abet aeaiene 

FP). FO | oeccceee fP J | PO | 

FO) WP, FeD | coerce cece | fo”) | | A? 

Fie HHL. | a] ee HA | yee snagyberereueb etna rienes oh file,           
  

TABLE 1. The expansion of F’ in T. 

» The case F €T, fas; — fa = 1. By Proposition 3.9, F\ fa ¢ F(n,d) 

because either f,, is an inner singleton in F \ fa or fa41 =n with the con- 

sequence that (F\fz)\nU {n — 1,n} = F is a facet of C(n+ 1,d+1). The 

Union-Property in T leads to the existence of a simplex F’ = (f{,--- , 441) 

in T with F\ fy C F’ and F' 4 F. The Intersection-Property in T implies 

either 

fis = fa+i fa-1 = fas (*) 

or that 

fas > fa+.; fa-1 = fa-1- («*) 

(Compare Lemma 3.7(iv).) 

In the first case (*) we get 

FCF \ fa.,U{fasi— 1, Sarit € t. 

#S 

sincen+1eES 

In the second case («*) we know that F’\f ¢ F(n,d). Performing the 

same steps for F’\ f, yields a finite sequence F’ = FO) FQ)... FO =F" 

(where FH) = (f,..., f,) for we {1,... ,r}) of simplices in T with 

  

ati = fy? > Kr > at > fait, 

fl = feoP = AD = = fa < fa = fas - 1h 

where at step (r) we end up in case (*) because case (**) can occur at most 

n— fa4, times. This leads to 

FC F'"\ fas U {faz — 1, fa+i} € y 

#S 

sincen+1eES$ 

  

For further use we refer to this sequence as the expansion of F’. 

Now let F = (fi,.-- ».fa41) be a facet of the simplex S= G\ga41U{i, i+ 

1} in B, such that F is not a facet of C(n+ 1,d+1), with G= (21,---58d+1) 

in 7.
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> The case F = S\j+1, j= fas > fat 1 =geat1. Then 

FC G\ga+i1U{i-1, J} € r. 

#S 
since j+1eES 

  

p» The case F = S\j+1, j= fas = fat 1 =eati1. Then we pro- 
ceed as follows. G\gg is not in F(n,d). Hence there is another sim- 

plex G’ = (gi,..- 58441) in T with G\gy C G’. Consider the expansion 

G' = GY), G@),...,G = G" of G’. We have 

S441 > far) 84 = fa-1 < fa = fa+i—1, 

and therefore 

  

FC G\ 8441 U{fat1— 1, fai} € r. 

4S 
since j+1ES,j+1> far 

m The case F = S\j, j+ 1 < ga41. Then 

FCG\gaiU{i+1,j+2} ¢€ T. 

% 
since 7 ES, J > gg 

  

p> The case F = S\j, j+1= 841. Then 

F=GcGu{n+l}ef. 
‘scien set” 

ZS 
sincent+1¢S 

» The case F = S\g;, 1 <i<d. In this case G\g; is not in F(n,d) 
because otherwise (G\g;)\gai1U{j,j+1} =F isa facet of C(n+1,d+1) 
by Proposition 3.9. Hence we find a simplex H = (hy,...,4g41) in T with 

G\gi ¢ H andH 4G. 

(*) If gyi = 8a41 and hg < j then 

F CH\hayiU{i,J+1} € tT. 

4S 
since H # G,hg4 = 8a41 

  

(**) If gay = 8g41 and hg = j then either hg; = 7+ 1 and thus F = H, 

or hg41 > j +1, whence 

F=HcHU{n4+l}eT in the first case, 
Neem, joreronnniaar? 

AS 
sincen+1¢S 

FC HA\hg., U{j+1,j+2} eT in the second case. 
  

#S 
since j+2¢S 

(«**) If gi, = 241 and hg > j then hg > gg+1 and hence hg —hg_; > 

g¢+1—gg=1. Therefore H\hg,; is not in ¥(n,d) because hg is an inner
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| od eee Joe cece eee cccnesteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeey n | 
  

  

  

    
  

  

              

Haw | | Wyig | wcncesecnarereescimscimtedeththersreres BoP... | Hat | ve 

2 (2) (2) (2) H”) cee | Wg | cece eee cece cece ees | hy | ..- We), | erwamecsersenes 

- (r—1 (r-1) (r-1) H(r-}) we | AT) ve we |, | a | bocce ee eet eeeetetneeenens 

HO =H" |... | ayy |. | hit | sae" Mil g | cpsgesmterpesmaas eibieewssararseminerres?     
  

TABLE 2. The compression of H’ in T. 

singleton. This implies that there is a simplex H' = (hj... ,hiy,,) in T with 

H\hg,., C H’. The Intersection-Property in T leads to 

his; =ha> J; hi, < hg. 

Performing the above step with H’ instead of H induces a finite sequence 

(the compression of H’) H' = HO) A)... =H" where for H” case 

(«) or case (**) must occur because the d-th element decreases monotonely. 

Then 

hysi< ny) = his, 

and the constructions in (*) and («*) work with H” instead of H as well. 

(+*%*) If hgi1 > ga41 then H\hg is not a facet of C(n,d), i. e., we find a 

simplex H' = (hj,... ,h!,,) in T with H\hg C A’ and H' # H, and we can 

finish the proof by using the expansion of H’. 

The proof of (IP) (i). We must show that any pair of simplices (R,S) with 

R=(ri,..-,7a42) and S = (s1,...,5a42) in T is admissible. Without loss 

of generality max(RUS) € R. There are three different cases: 

p> The case REA, SEA. Itis well-known that a pyramid over a simplicial 

complex is again a simplicial complex, i. e., it has the Intersection-Property. 

» The case RE B, SEB. There exist R’ = (rj,...,7,,) and S' = 

(s{,+++ Sq42) in T such that 

R= R\rg.,0{hi+ 1, ra<J<Tay 

S=: S'\siy4,U {k,k+ 1}, sy < kh < 8444. 

Without loss of generality, j > k. Assume (R,S) is not admissible. Then, 

by Lemma 3.7, there exists a circuit Z € Z+(n+1,d+ 1) with supp(Z) = 

(21, cee ,Zd-+3) and 

Z* CR, Z . CS, Zd43 ='d42=Jt+1. 

From Proposition 3.10 it follows that Z’ := (Zt\zq43,Z7 ) is a circuit in 

Z (n,d) with | 

(Z')* CR\{j+]}, (Z')~ cS, Zy42 <k+1 < syst:
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Hence z/,,, < j and z < k. Therefore 

(Z')* CR, (Z')"\za42U sag CS. 

But then 

2" = (2) 2) \ees2U S49) 
CR’ cs! 

is acircuit in Z~ (n,d) showing that (R’, S’) is not admissible, contradiction. 

» The case RE A, SEB. There exist R’ = (r),.-., 742) and S' = 

(s},.++ 5849) in T with 

R=: R'U{n+l}, 

S =: S'\sg,, U{k,k+ 1}, Sy <K< Say: 

Assume again that (R,S) is not admissible. Let Z € Z* (n+ 1,d+ 1) be 
a circuit with supp(Z) = (z1,..- ,Za43) such that 

Z' CR, Z cS, Zd43 =Td42 =N+1. 

Then 

Z! = (Z*\n4+1,Z° \za42U sy41) 

CR’ cs! 

is acircuit in Z (n,d) showing that (R’, S’) is not admissible, contradiction. 

The proof of (UP) (iii). In order to simplify notation we set 

A :=astr(n), 

B := asty,,.(n)(n — 1) * {n— 1}. 

We bring some known facts into a useful form: 

(a) Let F be a facet of C(n— 1,d — 1) that does not contain n— 1. Then 

(F,n— 1) is a facet of C(n— 1,d). : 
(b) Let F be a facet of C(n,d) that does not contain n then F is a facet 

of C(n—1,d). 
(c) str(n) Uastr(n) = T, str(n) Nastr(n) = Ikr(n). 

Because of (c) all boundary facets of A are contained in lk7(n) or are 

facets of C(n,d) that do not contain n. Then by (b) all boundary facets 

of A that are not facets of C(n — 1,d) are contained in Ikr(n). Now let F 

be an element of Iky(n) but not a facet of C(n—1,d). If n—1 ¢ F then 

(F,n—1)€T\n. If n—1 € F then by (a) we know that F\(n — 1) is not 

a facet of C(n,d)/n. Hence there is a simplex S in asty,,(,)(m — 1) that 

containes F\(n — 1) and therefore F C (S,n—1) € T\n. 
Now let F be a facet in B that is notin F(n—1,d). Ifn—1 ¢ F, then F is 

contained in asty,,.(n) (n — 1) and there must be a simplex in A containing F’ 

since there is such a simplex for all elements of Ikz(n) by (c). Ifn—1e F, 

then — by (a) — F\(n—1) is not a facet of Iky(n). Hence there must
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be a simplex S in asty,,.(,)(m — 1) containing F\(n — 1) and therefore the 

simplex (S,n— 1) is in B and contains F, which completes the proof. 

The proof of (IP) (iii). The simplices in A are pairwise admissible because 

they are part of T, the simplices in B are pairwise admissible because B 

is a pyramid over a set of admissible simplices. Therefore assume there 

are S; € A and S> € B and a circuit Z with Z* CS; and Z~ C S$, where 

n—1 € Sp by definition. If n— 1 ¢ Z~ then S, := S)\(n— 1) Unand S; are 

not admissible either, contradiction because S; and S, are in T. But if we 

replace n — 1 by n in Z then we get a circuit Z' that again shows that S; and 

5S}, are not admissible. O 

Corollary 4.3. Any triangulation of the cyclic d-polytope C(n,d) with n 

vertices induces 

e acanonical triangulation T of C(n+1,d+1) containing T as the link 

ofn+1, 

e acanonical triangulation T /n of C(n—1,d—1) which is the link of n, 
e acanonical triangulation T\n of C(n—1,d) containing the antistar 

of n as a subcomplex, and 

e acanonical triangulation 5T defined as T\n +1 of C(n,d+1) con- 

taining T as a subcomplex. CI 

Remark 4.4. All these constructions — except for the link — are specific 

for cyclic polytopes and are incorrect for some more general polytopes. 

In order to demonstrate that triangulating cyclic polytopes is neverthe- 

less non-trivial, we provide an example showing that they are not greedily 

triangulable. 

Example 4.5. Let n = 8, d =5 and 

S; := (3,4,5,6,7,8), 

Sy := (1,2,3,6,7,8), 

53 := (1,2,3,4,5,6). 

Every pair of these simplices is admissible. 

However, consider the facet F := (1,3,6,7,8) of S2: it is not a facet 

of C(8,5). Hence, in any triangulation T of C(8,5) that contains Sj, S2, 

and S3 there must be a simplex S’ containing F. But all three possibilities 

for such a simplex produce non-admissible pairs. Therefore there is no such 

triangulation. Hence, one can get stuck by triangulating a cyclic polytope. 

5. THE HIGHER STASHEFF-TAMARI ORDERS 

In this section we describe the notion of increasing bistellar flips (as sug- 

gested by EDELMAN & REINER [6]) in terms of our set-up. This leads to 

a combinatorial definition of the first higher Stasheff-Tamari order 5; (n,d). 

In contrast to this, the geometric definition of the second higher Stasheff- 

Tamari order 5(n,d,t) is related to a geometric interpretation 5) (7,d, t) of
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FIGURE 2. Increasing flips in 5, (6, 1) respectively 5; (5,2). 

51(n,d). Specific properties of cyclic polytopes lead to a simple proof of 

Theorem 1.1. 
The set of all triangulations of C(n,d), respectively C(n,d,t), is denoted 

by S(n,d), respectively S(n,d,t). 

Definition 5.1. An increasing (bistellar) flip set in T € S(n,d) is a simplex 

Se ( it) with the property that the set of simplices ¥'($,d+ 1) is a subset 
of T 

For all (d + 2)-subsets § of [n] we have the increasing flip function of S 

S(n,d) —> S(n,d), 

flips: T\ Fi(S,d+1) . 
s: Tw UF#*(S,d+1) if F(§,d+1) CT 

T otherwise. 

Remark 5.2. By Proposition 3.11 this definition is equivalent to the notion 

of directed bistellar operations in EDELMAN & REINER [6]. 

Remark 5.3 (Geometric Meaning, see Figure 2). Let t : [n] + R be strictly 
monotone. Let A be a geometric triangulation of C(n,d,t) labelled by T, 

and A’ geometric triangulation of C(n,d,t) defined by the labels of flip;(T) 

for some increasing flip 5 in T € S(n,d). Then the geometric lower facets 
of the (d + 1)-simplex 6 := vg4, ot(S) in C(n,d+ 1,t) defined by § are 
contained in the piecewise linear section s,, the geometric upper facets lie 

in sa, and elsewhere the sections coincide. 

Definition 5.4. (EDELMAN & REINER [6]) The first higher Stasheff-Tama- 

ri order on S(n,d) is defined via 

hah = h= flips °. we o flips, (T;) 

for some sequence (51,...,5,) in ( fr). The set of all triangulations of 

C(n,d) with this partial order is denoted by 5, (n,d). 
The second higher Stasheff-Tamari order on S(n,d,t) is defined via 

Ay <2 Aa => Sa(x)aa1 < Sar(x)a41 for all x € C(n,d,1),
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that is, sa, lifts C(n,d) weakly lower than sq,. It is written as Sn(n,d,t). 

Remark 5.5. The triangulation ¥'(n,d+ 1) is locally minimal, the triangu- 

lation ¥“(n,d +1) is locally maximal in 5; (,d,¢). 

Moreover, ¥/(n,d + 1) represents the unique (hence global) minimal el- 

ement, and ¥“(n,d-+ 1) to the unique maximal element of S;(n,d,t) for all 

strictly monotone t : [n] > R. 

EDELMAN & REINER [6, Conjecture 2.6] conjectured that 5; (n,d) is the 

correct combinatorial model for 5(n,d), that is, 5)(n,d,t) coincides with 

S,(n,d,t) for all strictly monotone ¢ : [n] + R. Theorem 1.1 shows that, at 

least the maximal and minimal elements of both partial orders coincide. 

In order to prove this, we introduce in the following for all T in S (n,d) a 

partial order on the set of their simplices. In this context the notion of the 

parity of “gaps” in linearly ordered sets of Definition 3.2 is again useful. 

Definition 5.6. To each S € ( fh) we assign a unique string by 

(fh) > {oe} 
Sr (Yis==3'¥ahs 

Tr: e ifi¢Sand#{jeES: j >i} even, 

withy;= 4 * ifieS, 

o ifi¢ Sand#{jeS: j> i} odd. 

(Here the letter “e” denotes an even gap, the letter “o” an odd gap in S, 

while “+” corresponds to an element of S.) 

Let “(oxe)” be the lexicographic order on ( fe) induced by I and the 

linear order of letters “o <(o4¢) * X(oxe) 

Definition 5.7. For S; and Sz in T € S(n,d) with #(S, US) =d +2 define 

the relation 

S, < So = = §,NS2 € F*(S,,d)N F (Sp, d). 

Moving from one simplex of a triangulation to an adjacent one can either 

be considered as moving an element or moving a gap of the support. 

Lemma 5.8. Let T € S(n,d) and §;,82 € T with S; < S>. Set So :=S81,NS2, 

S1\S12 =: i, and Sy\S12 =: i2. 

1. If iz is an even gap in S, then i, is an even gap in So and i, < in, that 

is, “<” moves even gaps to the left. 

2. If iz is an odd gap in S, then i, is an odd gap in Sz and i; > i, that is, 

“2” moves odd gaps to the right. 

3. A gap changes parity if and only if it lies between i, and ip. 

Proof. The assumptions imply that S2 is obtained from S; by deleting an 

odd element i; from S$, and adding an even gap in ¢ S, to Sj, or equiva- 

lently, the gap iz moves to position 1}.
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If i; < in then i2 is an even gap in $1, and i; is an even gap in S$, 1. e., the 

even gap at iz moves to the left. If iz < i, then iz is an odd gap in S$}, and i 

is an odd gap in Sp, i. e., the odd gap at i2 moves to the right. 

The third assertion is true because for any label i ¢ {i),i2} not between 

i; and iz the number of elements to the right stays constant. L 

Corollary 5.9. The transitive closure of “<” is a partial order on the set 

of all d-simplices in ( fi). A d-simplex S is minimal if and only if all of its 

lower facets are contained in ¥'(n,d); it is maximal if and only if all of its 

upper facets are in F*(n,d). 

Proof. By Lemma 5.8 we have that 

S1 <~ Sp => S$; ~<(oxe) S>. 

Hence “~” is acyclic, thus defining a partial order. O 

Remark 5.10 (Geometric Meaning). Let A be a triangulation of C(n,d,t). 
Corollary 5.9 tells us that the repeated transition from one simplex o € A to 

an adjacent one docking from below does not create any cycles. 
One cannot expect a similar property for triangulations of general poly- 

topes, as is shown by the strongly non-regular triangulation of the twisted 

capped prism in LEE [12]. 

Now the following proposition can be proved by combining combinato- 

rial and geometrical facts. . 

Proposition 5.11. Let T € S(n,d)\ ¥“(n,d+1) and T € S(n,d+1) such 
that T is a subcomplex of T. Then there is a (d+ 1)-simplex § € T that 

defines an increasing flip in T. 
Similarly, for any T € S(n,d)\ ¥'(n,d +1) there is a (d+1)-simplex that 

defines a decreasing flip in T. 

Proof. Choose a simplex S in T\( ¥“(n,d+1)NT). Since S is not an upper 
facet of C(n,d +1) there is an even gap e missing in S. Consider § := Sve. 
This (d+ 1)-simplex has the property that one of its lower facets, namely S, 

lies in T by construction. 
We now choose a geometric interpretation by fixing ¢ : [n] > R, strictly 

monotone. This gives rise to geometric interpretations C(n,d,t) of C(n,d), 
C(n,d+1,t) of C(n,d+1), Aof T, A of T, and 6 of S. Because T is a sub- 
complex of T we know that its piecewise linear section sq is a subcomplex 

of A. But then 6 lies weakly above the section s, because at least one of its 

lower facets, namely s,(6), is contained in sq. 

If there exists a lower facet F; € F'(§,d+1) of § that is not contained 
in T then either F; is a lower facet of C(n,d+ 1) — which is impossible 
because between the geometric interpretation o’ of F; and the lower facets 

of C(n,d+1,t) lies the section s, — or there is a simplex S' €T with Fc §' 

and §’ ~ §, the geometric interpretation of which is still lying weakly above 

the section. By continuing this process we will — by Corollary 5.9 —
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FIGURE 3. Finding an increasing flip in 5; (8, 1). 

end up with a simplex §” ¢ T with #'(S”,d+1) CT (see Figure 3). The 

decreasing flip can be found analogously. 

We know that all geometric interpretations have the same combinatorial 

structure, thus the proof is complete. L 

The special form of the increasing (decreasing) flips in Proposition 5.11 

leads to the following result. 

Corollary 5.12. Let T be a triangulation of C(n,d+ 1). Then every linear 

extension “~<,” of “<” onT defines a maximal chain in Sy (n,d) via 

5 5 5, §. 
Find+l)=h<h<- < T-1<T= Fi(n,d+1), 

where 

T = {8,,Sp,...,S,}, Si ~<; So ody ++ 4 Sy, L] 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. In order to prove (i) we show that any triangulation 

of C(n,d) is on a chain from F'(n,d+1) to F“(n,d+ 1). Let T be an arbi- 

trary triangulation of C(n,d). Then, by Theorem 4.3, 67 is a triangulation 

of C(n,d+ 1) containing T as a subcomplex. Thus, by Proposition 5.11 and 

induction, we can connect T to ¥“(n,d+ 1) by a sequence of increasing 

flips (compare Figure 3), and to F'(n,d +1) by a sequence of decreasing 

flips, which implies the assertion. 

For the proof of (ii) observe that, by the definition of increasing bistellar 

flips, any chain 

5 5, 
c: P(ndti) << F(n,dt1) 

from F'(n,d+1) to F“(n,d+ 1) defines a triangulation 7, of C(n,d+1) 

via 

| {$1,...,5¢}, 

hence factoring out the order of c. For the converse, let T be an arbitrary 

triangulation of C(n,d+ 1). Then, by Corollary 5.12, 

=F = T. (oxe) 

is achain in S,(n,d) from F'(n,d+1) to F“(n,d+1). 

Part (iii) follows directly from Corollary 5.12. L
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The central roles of the triangulations 7, T /n, T\n, 8(T) are underlined 

by the following additional results. 

Lemma 5.13. (Functorial Flip Properties) 

If § is an increasing flip from T to T' then 

(SYR, — { S\Sa42U (i, i+ 1} > Sd41< J < Sa42 be 

is a decreasing flip sequence from T to T", 

(S/n) := ‘ (S\{n}) ifneS, 
() otherwise, 

is an increasing flip from T /n to T' /Nn, 

_ _ (S) ifn ¢ S, . 
(S\n):= 4 (S\{n}U{n—1}) ifnEeS,n-1€5S, 

() otherwise, 

is a decreasing flip sequence from T\n to T'\n, where “~<,” is any linear 

extension of “~<.” C] 

Proposition 5.14. (Functorial Order Properties) 

(i) The map 

n 5 (n,d) onl Si(n+1,d+1), 

T » Tf, 

is order-reversing. 

(ii) The map 

is order-reversing. 

(iii) The map 

is order-preserving. 

(iv) The map 

5:{ Si (n, d) 

is order-reversing. L 

Corollary 5.15. Every chain in S,(n,d) corresponding to a flip sequence 
(T) := (S),...,5,) gives rise to flip sequences 

(i) (TY, in S\(n+1,d+1), 

(ii) (T/n)., in S\(n—1,d—1), 
(iii) (T\n)<, in S\(n—1,d), and 
(iv) 8(T)~, in S\(n,d +1). O
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6. HIGHER BRUHAT ORDERS 

In this section we recall the basic definitions and theorems in the frame- 

work of higher Bruhat orders and answer a question of ZIEGLER [15]. Let 

L is a linearly ordered finite set. The reader may consider L as the set |n], 

without loss of generality. 

Definition 6.1. (MANIN & SCHECHTMAN [13], ZIEGLER [15]) 

e For some (k+ 1)-subset P := (pi,...,Pe41) of L£ the set of its k- 
subsets 

P= (})={P\py: v= 1,...,k+1} 
is a k-packet of L. It is naturally ordered by P\py < P\py => u<v, 
the lexicographic order. 

e An ordering o of (x) is admissible if the elements of any (k+ 1)- 
packet appear in lexicographic or in reverse-lexicographic order. Two 

orderings & and @ are equivalent if they differ by a sequence of inter- 

changes of two neighbors that do not lie in a common packet. 
e The inversion set inv(c) of an admissible ordering © is the set of all 

(k + 1)-subsets of L£ the k-subsets of which appear in reverse-lexico- 
graphic order in oO. 

e Aset U of (k+1)-subsets of Lis consistent if its intersection with any 
(k+1)-packet P of £ is a beginning or an ending segment of P with 
respect to the lexicographic order on P. 

© The set of all equivalence classes of admissible orders of (7) partially 
ordered by single-step-inclusion of inversion sets — that is, [a] < [a] 
if and only if 

inv(o) = Uy C U2 C -+- C Ug = inv(o’) 

with #U,\Uy_; = 1 and all Uy are admissible — is the higher Bruhat 

order B(L,k), where B(n,k) denotes B({n],k). 
e For an inversion set U € B(L,k) define 

aU :={ Te (45) :T\i €UT\inge €U } . 

The structure of B(L,k) does of course only depend on the cardinality 

of £, but the general setting leads to some advantages in the notation of 

functorial constructions. For simplicity, however, we switch now to B(n,k). 

Theorem 6.2. (MANIN & SCHECHTMAN [13], ZIEGLER [15]) The higher 

Bruhat order B(n,k) is a ranked poset with rank function r(U ) = #U. More- 
over, it has a unique minimal element 0, , = @ and a unique maximal ele- 

ment Tak oa (1). LJ 

The following Theorem gives a more geometric insight into the structure 

of higher Bruhat orders. 

Theorem 6.3. (ZIEGLER[15]) The higher Bruhat order B(n,k) is isomor- 
phic to
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1. the set of all consistent sets U of (k + 1)-subsets of |n]| with single- 
step-inclusion-order, 

2. the set of (equivalence classes of) extensions of the cyclic hyperplane 

arrangement X"™"-*-! by a new pseudo-hyperplane in general posi- 

tion, partially ordered by single-step-inclusion of the sets of vertices 

on “the negative side,” 

3. the set of maximal chains of inversion sets in B(n,k — 1) — corre- 

sponding to orders of k-sets — modulo equivalence of admissible or- 

ders. O 

The following notations for deletion and contraction in B(n,k) provide 
intuition via the corresponding notions in X™"—-*—!, 

Definition 6.4. For U € B(n,k) define 

U/n:={I\n: nel,Ieu}, (contraction) 

U\n:={IeU:n€l}. (deletion) 

In order to construct inversion sets in B(n+ 1,k+ 1) from inversion sets 
in B(n,k) and in B(n,k+ 1) the following Theorem is useful. 

Theorem 6.5. (ZIEGLER [15]) Let U be an inversion set in B(n,k) and V 
be an inversion set in B(n,k+ 1). Then U' := VUU «(n+ 1) is consistent 
if and only if 

dU CV and olU CLV. O 

Corollary 6.6. The following maps from B(n,k) to B(n+1,k+1) are in- 

jective: 

UH U :=U«(n+1)Udu, (extension) 

Uw U0 :=Ux(n+1)U8(U) =Ux(n+1)U(U\n); (expansion) 

where 5(U) is defined as 

8(U) :={ Te (J) : T\ieg2 €U } O 

The extension is not order-preserving in general. But the following defi- 

nition yields a canonical single-step-inclusion order for the expansion of U 

from an arbitrary single-step-inclusion order of U. 

Definition 6.7. For some U € B(n,k) with a given single-step-inclusion- 

order Q(U) = (Q(U’),1) define the following order Q: For n = k +1 start 
with 

O({fnl}) := (n+ 1) 
corresponding to Q({{n]}) = ([n]) in B(n,k). If n > k+1 and Q(U’) is 
already constructed then define 

Q(0) := (Q(0"),Q(87) FU {n+ 1},0(87\a1) )
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where the orders on d/ and 8I \Ol are given recursively by restriction of 

Q((U\n)). 
Proposition 6.8. For all U € B(n,k) and all single-step-inclusion orders Q 

of U the order Q is a single-step-inclusion order of the expansion U of U in 

B(n+ 1,k). 

Proof. The following properties make sure that no cycles are produced: 

d(U)\n = 6U\n), 
a(U)\n = a(U\n). 

At each single-step-inclusion step all packets in B(n,k + 1) are consistent 

by induction. From the remaining packets only those containing JU {n+ 1} 

are involved. 

If n ¢ I then the order increases just by JU {n} which is consistent be- 

cause Q is a single-step-inclusion order of U and U’ is already ordered 

consistently. 

Let n be in J. For all packets P containing JU {n+ 1} either P/n +1 

is completely contained in U or only J meets U. In the first case the only 

element P\a’ of P\n+ 1 comes before JU {n+ 1} in Q, in the second case 

IU{n+ 1} is positioned after P\n+ 1 in ©; both cases lead to consistent 

orders on P. O 

From this we derive the promised result. 

Theorem 6.9. The expansion 

. f Brnk) > Bnt+1,k+1), 
U 4 U, 

is an order-preserving embedding that maps On t0 On41,441 and In, to 

Ind jkt1 
LJ 

7. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN B(n —2,d —1) AND 5;(n,d) 

In this section we present an order-preserving map from the higher Bruhat 

order B(|n[,d — 1) = B(n —2,d — 1) to the poset S;(n,d) of all triangula- 

tions of C(n,d). This map is obtained by two different constructions, each 

of them providing complementary parts of the properties claimed. It is not 

quite clear whether this map coincides with the map suggested by Kapranov 

& Voevodsky [11]. 

We start with some additional specific properties of triangulations of 

cyclic polytopes. 

Lemma 7.1. Let T € S,(n,d). Then for each (d — 1)-subset (s9,..- ,Sa) 

there is at most one simplex S € T with S = (s1,5,.-- ,Sd,5d+1) for some 

S} <S2 and some Sg4\ > Sd.
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Proof. Assume there were S £ S’ € T and 

5 = (51,52, an Sd, Sd4+1); 

S' = (54,52, ee Sd) S41): 

Either 5; 4 54 or sg41 # 54),4- If 51 <5} then define 

7 ($1,54)+++,Sd)8q41) if d even, 
“ ) (s1,.54 S4,Sa41) if d odd Ly9yo°es 9%do%d+1 : 

In any case Zt C SandZ CS’. 
The cases sj > si, Sd+1< S441» and sgi1 > SUH are analogous. CJ 

Definition 7.2. For S := (s1,...,5¢41) € T € S1(n,d) let Xs := (s2,... , 5g) 
be the central set of S. The number Is := s, is called the left boundary, the 

number rs := Sg41 the right boundary of Xs in T. 

Corollary 7.3. Any triangulation T of C(n,d) is determined by its set of 

central sets and their boundaries. CO 

Lemma 7.4. In every triangulation T of C(n,d) every interval of length 

(d —1) in [2,n—1] appears as a central set of some simplex S € T. 

Proof. Here is a proof for d odd: Let T be in 5,(n,d) and J an interval of 

length d — 1. From Gale’s evenness criterion it follows that J is contained 

in exactly two facets of C(n,d), namely (1,/) and (/,n). Therefore, there 
must be a simplex S) in the triangulation T containing (1,/). 

If S; = (1,/,r) we are done. Otherwise S| = (1,1),/). Because (J;,/) is 

not a facet of C(n,d) there must be another simplex S2 € T with (J,,J) CS. 
If S2 = (1,,/,r) we are done. Otherwise proceed as above. Because of 

Lemma 7.1 at each step J; < 1;,;. Hence there must be a k and an r such 

that the simplex S, = (i_1,/,r) is in T. 
The case d even is analogous where the corresponding facets of C(n,d) 

are (i; — 1,7) and (J,ig+ 1) and the sequence of the J; is decreasing. O 

We start now to construct a map by defining a natural family of functions 

on 5; (n,d). 

Definition 7.5. For an element J = (ij,... ,ig) € (nl) define the map 

St (n,d) ae (n,d), 

flip; : To flipy.7,,)(T) if (J,7,r) is an increasing flip, 

T otherwise. 

For an inversion set U € B(|n|,d—1) let (1j)i=1,... xu be a single-step- 

inclusion-order of the elements of U, i. e., UX, J; is consistent for all K = 

1,...,#U. The flip-map Tpip is now defined as follows: 

x. { Binbd-1) > Si(n,4), 
flip Uw flip,,,,©---0 flip, (F'(n,d)).
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Remark 7.6. At this point it is not obvious that this definition is indepen- 

dent of the special order (J;);-1,. 4v- But in any case Jgjp maps each 

U € B(|n[,d — 1) to a triangulation in S,(n,d) and it is obviously order- 

preserving. 

Definition 7.7. For i € 1 € (!"!) define the index of i in I as 
ind,(i) =k ifl= (ij,... i= Ep oes stay 

Definition 7.8. For an inversion set U € B(|n|[,d — 1) define the central set 

of U as 

Xy = {X =(m,.--5%g-1) € (f"4) : XUZEU Vie [n]\X: 
X1 << J <Xd-1; 
d —indyy;(j) even, 

XUj¢U Vie [n]\X: 

x1 < J < Xd-1; 

d—indyy;(j) odd}. 

Definition 7.9. For an inversion set U € ‘B(|n[,d— 1) define the left bound- 

ary function of U as 

Xy — [n], 

Au : x max{l¢[n]: (1,X)¢U} ford odd, 
max {1 ¢é[n]: (1,X)€U} ford even, 

and the right boundary function of U as 

J Xu > (al, 
Pu?) x ws min{reé[n]: (X,r) ¢U}, 

with the additional notation 

min(@):=n and max(@):=1. 

Definition 7.10. Now define the direct map Tgi, as 

Ty, { B(jn[,d—1) > Si(n,d), 
dir - Uw» { (Ay (X),X, pu(X)) -XeEXy}. 

Remark 7.11. Here it is neither obvious that Jg;,(U) is indeed a triangula- 

tion nor that the map is order-preserving, but it is uniquely defined. 

Proposition 7.12. Let U and U' := UU {I} be inversion sets in B(|n|,d — 

1). Define the following two properties for some i, € 1,1 < k<d-1l. 

Property A: I \ i, € Xu but 1\ iz ¢ Xy", 

Property B: I\ i, ¢ Xy but I\ ig € Xy. 

Then the following hold: 

(i) If i, has Property A then all im € I with m= k mod 2 have Property A 

as well, 

(ii) If i, has Property B then all im € I with m= k mod 2 have Property B 

as well.
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Proof, From Definition 7.8 we know that 

e i, has Property A if and only if d—k is odd and i has Property C, 

namely | 

~ indy ;,uj(J) is even for all j ¢ I with i; < j <ig_; andI\i,Uj EU, 

and 

_ indy ;,uj) is odd for all j ¢ I with iy < j <ig_; and/\iUJ ¢U, 

e i, has Property B if and only if d —k is even and i, has Property C. 

In the sequel we will show that Property C for i, induces Property C for all 

len € I. 

Assume i; € I has Property C. Let j ¢1,i; < j < ig be arbitrary. (If there 

is no such j we are done.) Consider the inversion J := (JU j) \ ix. From 

Property C we know that J has Property D, namely 

IC U_ if ind,(j) even, 
= 0 ifind,(j) odd. 

Now we investigate the d-packet P := 1UJ. Because both U and U' 

are consistent the complete segment that starts at a neighbor of J = P\ j 

and contains J = P \ iz must have property D as J, and the complementary 

segment must have exactly the contrapositive property D. That means by 

parsing the packet P from one end to the other “having property D” switches 

at] = P\ j. 
In other words, I \\in Uj € U if and only if 1\ i, Uj € U for all ip lying 

on the same side of jas i, in P and/\i»Uj € U if and only if J\ i, Uj ¢U 

for all i lying on the opposite side of j as ix. 

Additionally, if m is congruent k modulo 2 then indy;,,U j(J) is congruent 

indy, ;,uj;(J) modulo 2 if and only if i», lies on the same side of j as i; in P, 

but — since j was arbitrary — this means that i, has Property C. LJ 

Remark 7.13. The above Proposition roughly states that for / \ im “being 

contained in the central set of U” for all possible m only depends on whether 

1 is in U — not on whether some inversion I \ im U j is in U — whenever 

this is correct for one m. 

Proposition 7.14. Let U and U ' as above. Then the following hold for all 

1<Il< ij andig_j<r<n: 

(1,1\ ig) CU <=> (1,1\im) €U for allm=k mod 2, 

(I\ ig,r) €U <> (I\im,r) €U  forallm=k mod 2. 

Proof, The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 7.12 with j re- 

placed by /,r. : O 

Theorem 7.15. The maps Thip and Tgir coincide. 

Proof. We will show that Tip(U) = Zoir(U) for all U € B(|n|,d — 1). Be- 

cause B(|n[,d— 1) has a unique minimal element © we can proceed by 

induction on #U.
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The proof for U = @ is a simple computation. Therefore we assume that 

the claim is true for some inversion set U and we will show that then the 

claim is also true for all consistent U’ := UU {J}. 

The following points are to check: 

1. If Ti(U') # Tir(U) then there exist 1 </ <i; and ig <r <n such 

that (/,/,r) is an increasing flip in Taip(U) = Zair(U), and 

2. if the (d+2)-set (J,/,r) is an increasing flip in Taip(U) = Zoir(U) then 

Taie(U') = flip; Zair(U). 
From Proposition 7.12 it follows that the assertions 1 and 2 are correct as 

far as the central sets of U or U’, resp., are concerned. 

From Proposition 7.14 and the corresponding definitions in 7.9 we get 

that in the situations of both 1 and 2 the left and right boundary functions 

are constant on the sets /\ i, with 1<k<d—l,ie., there exist / andr 

with 1 <1 <i; and ig_) <r< such that 

Au (I \ ix) = 1, py (1 \ iz) =r. 

Moreover, it follows that 

; i; ford odd, 

witi)={"\ fordewn, PUVA = 
Au (I \ia-1) = 1, pu (I \ ig-1) = ta-1- 

After having added J to the inversion set U we have 

1 ford odd, 
Au I \ ix) = ‘ 4 for deven, pur (Z\ ix) =r. 

Ay (T\i1) =, pu \ ii) =7, 

Ay (I \ ia-1) = 1, py (T\ig-1) =r. 

With this the proof of Theorem 7.15 is complete. CL] 

Corollary 7.16. The map | 

T := Thip = Tair 

is well-defined and order-preserving. O 

We finish the paper by stating — as a bonus track without a proof — the 

following connections between the constructions of this paper. 

Proposition 7.17. (Functorial Relations) 

7(0) = (TW), 
T(U\n—1) = T(U)\n, 

T(8U) = ST (UV). 

The analogous property for the link does not hold in general! O
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